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Some Notes: 

                                      GRAMMAR 
You don’t have to do all the grammar topics every year. I would say grammar is for 
8-13 year olds. On the schedule you could swap a grammar days for a creative writ- 
ing day or a book response day. If you think your high school student needs a better handle on 
grammar, consider using one of the full online courses for grammar listed on the Links blog 
and let him work independently online. There are two different links to “Grammar 
Lessons Online” on the Grammar page.  

I tried to list the grammar activities in order from easiest to hardest within each 
mini-topic. Not every student should do all of the activities. Pick and choose. 
Younger students will do the first two to four. The oldest students may only do the 
last two to four. Most sections have worksheets as well. If you want to use these, 
you’ll need to choose which are appropriate for your children. Things that need 
printing are marked with an *. All of the download and activity links are found on 
the Grammar page of the Links blog. 

I left little spots for you to check off what you’ve done with your children or to use 
as a place to mark when you plan on getting to it. 

                               NONFICTION WRITING 
For nonfiction writing you can insert any of the ideas onto your list for the year. 
What I have on the schedule is only a sample of what you could do. You don’t have 
to do all of these every year. Maybe one year you just want to publish a monthly 
family newsletter and you’ll focus on writing news articles all year. That’s okay. 
These are ideas and suggestions to choose from for your family. 

                                   SCHEDULING 
You’ll see in my sample schedule that I do some things straight through, every day 
for a month, and other things I do one day a week all year. Studying something 
over a month is just about the same as studying something one day a week over a 
9-months of school, so you can move around any of the topics according to how 
you’d like to approach it. 

                                    PREPARATION 
I print out all the worksheets and other materials you think you will be using over 
the course of the year. I have a big binder with sections already filled for next 
school year. I have a grammar section with this curriculum in it and one or two 
worksheets for each topic so I have them ready if I need them. I have a writing 
section with writing rubrics printed out and the Young Novelist Workbook. I have a 
poetry section with the two poetry example packets already printed out. I have a 
section of blank notebooking pages and graphic organizers (found on the general 
resources page of the Links blog). I have a handwriting section with lots of alpha- 
bet tracing pages and such printed out and waiting. I also have a section of 
“thinking” worksheets ready to go. One good thing about this (besides being pre- 
pared) is that the pages are punched and ready for my kids to easily put them into 
their binders when they complete them. 
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Five Day, Nine Month Plan 

Monday 

 

 

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

(alt. Creative 

Writing) 

Grammar/ 
Copywork 

Creative 
Writing 

(alt. Reading Response) 

 

Grammar/ 
Copywork 

Poetry Non-Fiction 
 Writing 

Personal Letter 

Business Letter 

Sept 
“Words” 

Capitalization 
and Punctuation 

Use writing             Same as Monday     Copy a poem 
prompt ideas and 
combine with                                  Write a poem 
history, science 
and grammar 
lessons                                                            

“ ” “ ” “ ” 
Oct 

Nouns 
Pronouns Newspaper 

Article 

Nov 
Verbs “ ” “ ” “ ” 

How-To 

Dec 
Sentences “ ” “ ” “ ” 

Biography 
Or 
Autobiography 

Jan 
Paragraphs “ ” “ ” “ ” 

Compare and 
Contrast 

Feb 
Adjectives “ ” “ ” “ ” 

Persuasive 

March 
Adverbs “ ” “ ” “ ” 

Speech or 
Review 

April 
Prepositions Work on 

research report Research Report 

May 
Novel or Book 
reports 
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Five-Day Year Round Plan 

Monday 
(alt. Creative Writing) 

Grammar/ 
Copywork 

Tuesday 

Creative 
Writing 

    Poetry 

Wednesday 
(alt. Reading Response) 

   Grammar/ 
   Copywork 

    Poetry 

 Thursday 

Spelling/ 
 Vocab 

    Poetry 

Friday 

Non-Fiction 
 Writing 

    Poetry 

 

 

    

  

 

July 

August 

  Poetry  

  Read/copy a 
  poem 

“Words” 

 Write a poem     Read/copy a 
                    poem 

  Write a poem     Read/copy/write  
                    a psalm              

vocab and 
spelling  
words of 
the week 

“ ” 

Personal 
Letter 

Business 
Letter 

Newspaper 
Article 

                  Combine with      Same as  
                    history,           Monday 
Capitalization    science and 
Punctuation        grammar 
                    lessons 

Nouns 
Pronouns 

“ ” 
Sept 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 

Jan 

Feb 

March 

April 

May 

June 

Verbs “ ” “ ” Biography  

Sentences “ ” “ ” Autobiogra- 
phy 

 

Paragraphs “ ” “ ” Compare and 
Contrast 

 

Adjectives “ ” “ ” How-To  

Adverbs “ ” “ ” Persuasive  

Prepositions . “ ” “ ” Speech or 
Review 

 

Research 
Report 

Everyday All month 

Young 
Writers 
Program 

Continue on 
Novel, edit 
and publish 

Do workbook    Plan a novel 
Download 

Write a novel Everyday 

If you are 
finished with 
working on a 
novel, 

then you can 
work on writ- 
ing book re- 
ports with 

your new 
found knowl- 
edge of 
books. 4 



Language Arts — Grammar 

WORDS 

Alphabetization 
(If you are introducing this concept, you can put words on cards for them to shuffle 
around to get into order.) 
_____ write/tell 10 words in alphabetical order (all different starting letters) 
_____ write/tell in alphabetical order all the words on a page that start with “S” 
_____ *worksheets and online game are on the English page of the Links blog 
_____ find words in the dictionary, fast 

Syllables 
_____ write/tell 5 one syllable words and 5 two syllable words 
_____ write/tell 5 three syllable words and 5 four syllable words 

Confusing Words 
_____ *“Which Word?” worksheet — They’re, their, there 
*Download: lessons and activities (in with the proofreading) 

CAPITALIZATION and PUNCTUATION 

Capitalization 

_____ write/tell all the words on a page with a capital letter and why they are 
      capitalized 
_____ *capitalization and punctuation worksheet (just do capitals and save it) 
_____ *lapbook piece (M) (you can do this without making a whole lapbook) 
_____ online game (M/U) 
*Downloads: capitalization and punctuation, “capitalization and punctuation” 

End of Sentence Punctuation 

_____ copy/find 2 sentences that end in period, 2 that end in an exclamation 
      point, 2 that end in a question mark 
_____ online game: “punctuation,” punctuate the sentences (L) 
_____ online game: “editing” — level 1 
_____ online game: “capitalization and punctuation” medium 
_____ *worksheet on types of sentences (declarative, interrogative…) 
*Download: sentences, types of sentences, “reference sheets” 

Comma 

_____ look for commas in a book and discuss why they are there 
_____ copy comma sentences 
_____ *lapbook piece (M) (these are in the same download as capitalization) 
_____ *comma worksheet (goes with the lapbook piece) (M) 
*Download: in the capitalization and punctuation download from above 
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Capitalization and Punctuation cont. 

Quotation Marks 

_____ copy/find quotation marks in a book and discuss where they are placed 
_____ *finish worksheet from capitalization 
_____ *worksheet and online game: capitalization and punctuation online game 
_____ *dialog lesson (in capitalization and punctuation download) (M) 
_____ *dialog puzzle (ditto) 
_____ Dialog dictation: you act out a dialog with yourself, or you and a child, or 
two children, and the students/other students write it down — keep it short 

Apostrophe 

_____ Write a list of names vertically on paper. Then add an apostrophe and s and 
      a noun to each one. Jill’s ball…(Demonstrate how Bess doesn’t add an s 
      because it already has one, Bess’ ball) 
_____ Online activity, very basic 
_____ Two Apostrophe games online (M/U) (type in the answer) 
_____ Read Signs, Newspaper Clippings, etc. of poorly used apostrophes (U) 

PARTS OF SPEECH 

There is a lapbook for the (L) crowd available under “Parts of Speech.” 

Nouns 

_____ What is a noun? Person, place, thing — tell/write ten nouns in the room 
_____ Noun Online Game (L) 
_____ Make a list of pairs of common and proper nouns like this: girl Sarah, city 
       Philadelphia, ocean Atlantic, etc. Make up your own! One is the person, 
       place or thing; the other is the name of the person, place or thing. 
_____ Tell/write all the nouns on a page in your book 
_____ Underline or circle all the nouns in your copywork 
_____ Write all the nouns you can in 2 minutes 
_____ Make an alphabet nouns sheet—this is an online activity. You enter in a 
       noun for each letter of the alphabet and then print it out as a chart to put 
       in your notebook. The link is right at the very top under “Parts of Speech”. 
_____ Tell/Write a story and have your child fill in the nouns (as specifically as 
       possible, eg. lemonade instead of drink) Or have your children write stories 
       and leave blanks where the nouns go and then swap papers and fill them 
        in on their sibling’s paper. 
_____ *There are many types of noun worksheets available 

_____ *There is a lesson on general verses specific nouns in The King Will Make a 

      Way language arts download 
*Download: parts of speech, noun, “noun worksheets” 
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Parts of Speech cont. 

Pronouns 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

      List all the pronouns you can think of 
      Tell/Write a list of noun/pronoun pairs (eg. John he) 
      Circle pronouns in your copywork. 
      List all the ways you can refer to yourself (I, me, my, mine, myself) These 
       are all types of pronouns. 
_____ Write a list of pronouns (like I have above for “I”) for you, he, she, it, we, 
       their) 
_____ Online games (choose your difficulty level) 
_____ *Pronoun worksheets, many types 
_____ If you want to learn the grammatical names of my, mine…, use the 
       “learning page” for (U) students listed under “pronouns.” 
*Download: pronoun, “pronoun worksheets” 

Verbs 

_____ What is a verb? (right now by that we mean an action verb) a word that 
       describes an action — what verbs can you find the room you are sitting in? 
       (Is there a clock ticking? Is there a brother tapping? There is probably 
       talking, sitting…) 
_____ Verbs Online Game (L) 
_____ Underline all the action verbs in your copywork 
_____ Tell/Write all the verbs on a page in your book 
_____ Write all the verbs you can in two minutes 
_____ Make an alphabet verbs sheet (online tool under “Parts of Speech”) 
_____ Tell/write a story in the present and child repeats back in the past or future 
      Or have kids write in one of the tenses and swap papers and rewrite it in a 
      different tense. (You can combine this with creative writing.) 
_____ Choosing the right tense — online activity (There’s a worksheet to print out 
       if this needs more practice.) 
_____ Being Verbs (am, is, are, was, were, will, be, has, had, have, been, become, 

      became) Try singing it to the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle… 

_____ Underline all the being verbs in your copywork 
_____ Write down all the being words on a page in your book. 
_____ Circle all the being words in a story you write. 
_____ Subject/Verb Agreement Online Games (2 games—the BBC site also has a 
      worksheet to print out if you think this needs more practice) 
_____ Write a story with blanks where being verbs would be and have a sibling fill 
       them in. (You can combine this with creative writing.) 
_____ *Verb worksheets, many types 
*Download: verb, “verb worksheet” 
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SENTENCES 

Subject 

_____ What is a subject? Everyone and everything doing the action. 
_____ Tell/Write the subject of each sentence on a page in a book. 
_____ Write a list of subjects. (Hold onto this for later) Remember it doesn’t just 
      have to be one thing. My big red dog and I is one subject. 

Predicate 

_____ What is the predicate? Everything in a sentence that is not the subject. The 
       simple predicate is just the verb. The predicate could be “jumped,” but, it 
       also could be “jumped in a puddle and got all wet.” 
_____ Tell/Write the predicate in each sentence on a page in a book. 
_____ Use the list of subjects you wrote before and finish each sentence with a 
      predicate. You could combine this with creative writing and try 
      and weave your list of subjects into a story. 

Types of Sentences 

_____ Is this a sentence? Online activity (There’s a *worksheet if you want it.) 
_____ Create a sentence — Online activity (3 difficulty levels) (There’s a 
       *worksheet if you want it.) 
_____ Online lesson about simple, compound and complex sentences (Listed on 
       the links blog as “Types of Sentences.” Introduces the idea of “clauses.” 
_____ Find five compound sentences in your book. (Tell/Write) Circle (or tell) the 
       conjunction, or connecting word, in each sentence. 
_____ Make Compound Sentences — online activity (*worksheet available) 
_____ Write a sentence for each conjunction in FANBOYS (FANBOYS is an 
       acronym for: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so) Don’t forget the comma before 
       the conjunction. Or, one student starts and another finishes the sentences. 
_____ *Types of Sentences — reference sheet — write in your own example of 
       each type of sentence (you may have printed this out with the punctuation 
       lesson) 

_____ *There is a simple, compound, complex sentences lesson in The King Will 
        Make a Way language arts materials. 
_____ Write/Tell five complex sentences from your book. 
_____ Write five complex sentences each with a different separating word: if, 
       when, although, because, since… (remember that if the sentences starts 
       with one of these words, that section of the sentence, or that “clause”, 
       ends with a comma) Or one student starts the sentence & another finishes. 
_____ Circle the dependent (subordinate) clauses and underline the independent 
      (main) clauses on your sheet of complex sentences you wrote. 
_____ For creative writing you could write your story with only compound 
      sentences, for example. 
*Download: sentences, types of sentences, “two reference sheets” 
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PARAGRAPHS 

! The downloads and online activities on this page are all found on the “Writing” 
        page of the Links blog. Look under “Main Idea” and “Lessons”. 

Main Idea/Details 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

      Learn/Practice online (L/M) 
      More online practice (M) 
      Learn online and practice with a *worksheet (M/U) 
      Online Quiz (M/U) 
      Tips on Writing: Sentences, Paragraphs, Essays (online) 
      Write paragraphs starting with a main idea (topic sentence) and followed by 
       details about the main idea. (Combine with non-fiction writing.) 
_____ If mastered, work on writing a grabbing intro and creative closing sentence. 

Five Paragraph Essay (not for younger than fourth grade) 

      Choose a topic 
      Choose three sub-topics 
      Write a paragraph for each of those sub-topics 
      Write an introduction telling what your topic is. The main idea of your essay 
      should be found in the last sentence of your introduction. This is called 
      your “thesis statement.” It is why you are writing the essay. 
_____ Write a conclusion. Your conclusion should restate your “thesis” in different 
      words. End your paragraph with a personal statement on the subject. 
      What’s your analysis of the topic. 
_____ Upper students can use the links under “five paragraph essay” 

There is a simple example of a five-paragraph essay in The King Will Make a Way 
language arts download. 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
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PARTS OF SPEECH (revisited) 

Adjectives 
_____ What is an adjective? It describes a noun. 
_____ Online Game (L) 
_____ Brainstorm adjectives: don’t forget that numbers are adjectives. How does 
      “the” describe a noun? (Out loud or in writing) 
_____ Copy/tell all of the adjectives on a page in your book 
_____ Adjective alphabet chart (online activity) Write in an adjective for each letter 
       of the alphabet — under “parts of speech” 
_____ Creative writing—write a story with blanks for adjectives and then swap 
       with a sibling and fill in all the adjectives. 
_____ *Adjective worksheets 
_____ Past-participle adjectives (fallen tree, spilled drink), find 3 in a book, write 3 
       of your own 
_____ Adjective pyramid — Write a noun on the top line. On the next line write it 
      with one adjective in front. On the next line write it with 3 adjectives in 
      front, etc. Commas go where you could insert the word “and.” 
_____ Hyphenated adjectives — write five long adjectives, as long as possible. 
       Examples: seven-year-old boy; debutant-at-her-debut gown; She had that 
       I-have-no-idea-what-you-are-talking-about look on her face. 

Adverbs 
_____ What is an adverb? It describes a verb. It tells how. 
_____ Brainstorm adverbs: -ly ones but also words like well and often! (tell/write) 
_____ Find 10 adverbs in your book (tell/write) 
_____ Adverb alphabet chart (see adjective alphabet chart above) 
_____ *Good versus Well worksheet 
_____ *Adverb worksheets 
_____ Creative Writing: Write a story with no adverbs and swap with a sibling. Add 
       in adverbs. 
_____ Creative Writing: Write a story with adverbs and swap with a sibling. Re- 
       write with specific verbs instead of adverbs. (shouting instead of talking 
       loudly) 

_____ *There is a lesson on specific verbs in The King Will Make a Way download. 

Prepositions 
_____ Make a list of prepositions. Take a washcloth. Have your child put it 
      somewhere. Is it on? In? Under? Around? See Graphic Description link 
_____ Find 10 prepositional phrases in your book—the preposition and the words 
       that go with it, eg. on the bed (write/tell) 
_____ *Preposition letterboxing activity 
_____ *Worksheet 
_____ Online quiz 
_____ Creative writing—use lots of prepositional phrases in a row in your story 

*All Downloads on this page: parts of speech, adjectives, adverbs or prepositions 
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Language Arts — Creative Writing 

Although I take note of spelling mistakes as I mention in the spelling section of this 
curriculum, I think it’s best to leave kids’ writing alone as much as possible so they 
will be excited to write. I don't want to stifle the creative process, but you can de- 
cide what will work best for your kids and your family. (I do add an editing process 
into the nonfiction writing section.) 

Creative writing is basically giving your kids a writing prompt. Let them type a 
story, dictate a story, write on a fancy notebook page or just fill the next page in a 
spiral notebook. If your children are being lazy and producing too short stories, give 
them a guideline (like “fill the page”). 

I also make mention of ways to use creative writing with the grammar lessons. 
These are intended to be fun. You could also use it with spelling and vocabulary 
words if you have lists of those. Write a story using every word on the list, for ex- 
ample. There is an “Ideas” section on the Writing page for some other types of 
creative writing and there are some online tools for some of them. 

The easiest way to come up with writing prompts is to use whatever you are study- 
ing for history or science. Most can follow one of these basic formulas: If I lived…, 
The day I went to…, or write as a person, animal or object—from his or its perspec- 
tive. I’ve included lots of examples of prompts. At the end of this section is a high 
school student’s example of writing from the perspective of an object. 

Any Time in History 

If I lived during... 
The day I went to (be a spectator to history—watch the original Olympics, the 
         inauguration of a president, a battle, the building of the great wall, gold 
         rush,…) 
Write as a fictional child in a certain time and place. 
Write a diary as if written during that time period. 
Write as a historical object...a butter churn, a chariot, a lantern (one hung to warn 
         about the British?), the Mayflower (the boat itself), George Washington’s 
         dog, silk worm, a horse carrying a knight, etc. 

Geography 

If I lived in… 
Write as a child living there… 
Write as a famous landmark 
Write about the time you met someone from that country 
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Creative Writing Prompts cont. 

Earth Science 

Space 

The day I flew in a space shuttle 
Write as Pluto. Hi. I’m Pluto. Do you want to know what it’s like being called a 
         dwarf? 
The day the sun burned out 
If I lived on the moon 
Write as Haley’s Comet: Traveling at 54 km/hr isn’t easy. I’m constantly colliding 
         with space junk up here... 
I looked through my telescope and you’d never believe what I saw! 
I was walking down the street when right out of the sky a moon rock landed on the 
         sidewalk in front of me. I picked it up and 
My day on Mars 

Oceans 

Find a message in a bottle. What does it say? 
If I were a fish 
Write as a type of sea creature. End with “Who am I?” 
The day I rode in a submarine 
Lost at sea! 
Write a diary of a sailor 

Earth 

The day the volcano erupted 
If I lived on an island 
Write as a rock...where are you, what happens to you, what do you think about? 
Write as the earth 
The day of the tornado 
Write about cloud watching...what shapes do you see in the clouds, are the clouds 
         warning of anything? 
If I lived in the arctic, in a desert, in a forest… 
Write as a penguin, a cactus, a mushroom... 
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Creative Writing Prompts cont. 

Biology 

Human Body 

The day I broke my 
Write as a foot, a knee, teeth, hair, a blood cell, food being digested ew! 
Write as a baby yet to be born, what do you hear? 

Plants 

Write as a seed, a dandelion, a pumpkin, a tree, a falling leaf 
The day I went out to the garden I never expected to see 
Wandering in the forest, I saw the most unusual tree 
If I were a plant, I would be ______ because 
Write as a flower that’s been plucked or that can’t find the sun. 
Write as a bee pollinating flowers 
Write about what it would be like to live in any of the ecosystems 

Animals 

If I were an animal, I would be _______ because 
Write as any animal 
The day I went on a safari 
The day I went on a walk in the woods I saw 
When I looked out my window, I saw the most unbelievable thing! 

Physics 

Write as gravity 
Write as a magnet 
Write as light bulb, wire, airplane… 
If the world had no friction 
If the world had no gravity 
If there were no water pressure 
Write as an object at rest (or in motion) 

Chemistry 

Write as any of the elements 
Write as water, just minding your own business, enjoying the music coming from 
       the other room when…(becomes ice or steam) 
Write as something that goes through a chemical reaction — baking soda/vinegar 
The day the yeast bread never stopped rising 
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Creative Writing Prompts cont. 

Any Day Prompts 

Write 
Write 
Write 
Write 
Write 
Write 
Write 
Write 
Write 
Etc. 

a dialog 
a description of a fictional island 
a commercial 
a scene from a play 
about your pet elephant (or whatever) 
about the day you went to the zoo, the park, on a picnic… 
about when a new family moved into your neighborhood 
about getting lost 
about building a secret fort in the backyard 

Do you need more? On the Links blog there are links with general writing prompts. 
Look under “Ideas” on the Writing page. 

To aid in inspiration: 
On the next page is an excellent example of writing from the perspective of a thing. 
It was written by a high school student. 
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Language Arts — Nonfiction Writing 

Ideas for Nonfiction Writing 

_____ Autobiography (autobiographical incident, personal opinion) 

_____ Biography 

_____ Book Report (Book Response, Literary Analysis) 

_____ Cause and Effect 

_____ Comic Strip 

_____ Compare and Contrast 

_____ Description 

_____ How-to 

_____ Letters (personal, business) 

_____ Newspaper Article 

_____ Persuasive (argumentative, problem/solution) 

_____ Research Paper (includes formal bibliography) 

_____ Reviews 

_____ Speech 

All of these ideas have links on the Writing page of the Links blog. Some are 
taught, some have examples and some have graphic organizers. 

While the creative writing I have come and go in a day, these I have my children 
work on over the course of a month. Something like a letter or a review is shorter 
and more than one can be done or those would be good months to do a book re- 
port as well. They need to pick a topic; research it, gathering information and refer- 
ences; organize their information (outline it); write it, edit it and publish it. The goal 
would be to publish each of these works, which can be as simple as typing it up 
and printing it out. 

Middle School students can be given two a month and high school students can be 
assigned one a week, not one a month. Consider a monthly book report along with 
the other writing requirements. 
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Non-Fiction Writing cont. 

Choosing a Topic 
Choose something not too broad unless you want to write a big research paper. 
Writing about soccer isn’t a good idea. Writing about a specific game or the hardest 
position are good ideas. 

Researching a Topic 
It’s always best to start with the simplest information and then work your way up 
to the details. Don’t shy away from books/websites for kids to get started with. 

For beginners it is a great idea to use index cards to gather facts. Write one fact on 
each card. Label the card with the reference information. You can put the label 
A12, meaning book A, page 12. On a separate paper keep a list of your books, 
websites and other resources each listed as A, B, C, etc. for easy reference. 

Children who already are proficient at organizing data into paragraphs with main 
ideas can write their facts on papers labeled with the main ideas. If you are going 
to write about what gorillas eat, you could label one page with “what”, one page 
with “where” and one page with “how”, for example, and then write the facts you 
find on the appropriate pages. Teach your kids about plagiarism! Make sure they 
put quotes around anything directly copied. 

Organizing 
Gather the cards into clusters around topics. If a card doesn’t fit in a cluster, con- 
sider tossing it. Organize the clusters into the order you like. Decide on which facts 
to keep and which are unnecessary. You can put the fact cards in the order you like 
or number the facts on your paper in the order you think they should be presented. 

Writing 
Start with the thesis sentence, what the whole thing is about. “Gorillas are fascinat- 
ing as they go about their daily hunt for food.” This will go at the end of your intro- 
duction, but that can wait. 

Write the body. For the first half of elementary school this will basically be a list of 
facts. That’s okay. By fourth grade students should be taught to organize their writ- 
ing into paragraphs with main ideas and details. See lessons on the five-paragraph 
essay on the Writing page of the Links blog. 

For longer works like a research paper, use the lessons on the Writing page of the 
Links blog to guide you. It will still follow the basic format of introduction, body 
(consisting of paragraphs starting with a main idea topic sentence and followed by 
details) and then a conclusion. 

Last write the introduction and conclusion. The thesis statement goes at the end of 
your introduction paragraph and should be restated (in different words) in your 
conclusion. Try and make your intro interesting and grabbing and conclude with a 
personal statement on the subject. “I think I would like to go on a gorilla diet!” 
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Non-Fiction Writing cont. 

Editing 
Students should read their paper out loud to check for mistakes and awkward sen- 
tences. Help younger children see where something doesn’t make sense by asking 
questions. Give an older student a rubric (you can find these on the Writing page of 
the Links blog) to see what qualities should be found in the writing. They should 
not only be checking for punctuation and such but also how the ideas are pre- 
sented. They can check for: clarity of the thesis statement, facts supporting the 
thesis and details to support the facts, smooth transitions between paragraphs, 
confident and clear writing, strong words that engage the reader, sentences that 
roll off the tongue and that are varied in length and structure. 

Writers spend as much time editing as they spend writing so edit and edit again. 

This is why I have assigned a month to each non-fiction writing assignment and 
only a day to the creative writing assignments, editing plus the need for research. 

Publishing 
Publishing your work is a great motivator for editing. Publishing can just mean typ- 
ing it up, printing it out and giving it to someone to read. Other options include 
mailing/emailing it to relatives, posting it on a blog, making a website for showing 
your writing. Or simply hang it up in your home for everyone to admire. Let your 
child take the time to work on the layout of the page as well as the content. Some 
of them would work well as an oral presentation. Let your child give a speech or a 
how-to lesson to your family and friends. 
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Language Arts — Writing/Reading Books 

For elementary students use the Reading section of the English page of the Links 
blog for lots of reading response activities and to get ideas to help your child tackle 
a new book (reading strategies). 

Students in the upper grades of elementary school and beyond can begin to learn 
more about the books they are reading. There are several available tools to help 
you with this. 

One resource is the Young Writers Workbooks. There are three versions of the 
same thing for elementary school, middle school and high school students. These 
will walk you through how to write a novel and in the process teach you about the 
parts of a novel. These are big, 100+ pages. This is on the Writing page under 
“Books”. 

Another resource is “How to teach 7 to 9 year olds how to write a novel.” This was 
put together by a homeschool mom. There are lesson plans and worksheets to fill 
out to create your own character, setting, etc. The point is to teach how a novel is 
structured so you can look at novels more “critically.” This is on the Writing page 
under “ideas”. It is labeled “Write a Novel.” 

If your child writes a novel, it is something to work at editing and perfecting. Then 
take it to a copy store and have it made into a book. You can at least have a spiral 
binding put on it. It can also be published for real for free at Create Space online. 

I give a large chunk of time in my schedule to learn about and to develop a story. 
If you don’t want to have your child work on a novel in these ways, you can do 
some or all of the following. 

_____ Learn the parts of a novel (online activity or *print outs) on the English 
      page under “Reading” 
_____ Identify the parts of a novel in a book you have read 
_____ Plan a short story with these elements 
_____ Write a short story with these elements 
_____ Write book reports that discuss these elements of the book. There are book 
       report helps on the Writing page, under “Ideas” and then “Book Report”. 

Note: I tackle reading differently than a lot of people. My kids love to read. Maybe 
because we don’t have a TV or video games. I’m sure that helps. I don’t assign 
chapters. I just give them books. A novel is read in a day or two. I give my children 
some way to respond to their reading. I’m talking about novels here, not other 
types of books. A quick easy way I use is to hand them the Book Report Worksheet 
listed under “Reading Response.” I don't have this on the schedule because I don’t 
know when a new book will be read. You may choose to put it on your schedule. By 
middle school students should be learning to write formal book reports. 
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Language Arts — Poetry 

Poetic Language 
Here are some poetic devices writers use to beautify their language. Find examples 
in the poems and books you read and try and use them in any of your writing. You 
can more examples of these on the English page of the Links blog under poetic de- 

vices. Most of these have lessons on them in The King Will Make a Way language 
arts download. They are marked with an *. 

_____ *Alliteration: similar starting sounds in a row 
             Example: crazy kid or funny fellow 

_____ *Anthropomorphism: something inhuman becomes humanlike 
           Example: all those talking animals in children’s stories that behave like people 

_____ Hyperbole: a purposeful exaggeration to make a point 
           Example: My to-do list is a mile long. 

_____ *Metaphor: calling one thing another 
           Example: the last day of school is a new present just out of the 
           box 

_____ *Onomatopoeia: when a word sounds like the sound it describes 
          Example: buzz, pop, slurp 

_____ *Oxymoron: opposite words put together 
          Example: alone together, submissive leader, accurate estimate, new 
          classic, genuine imitation… 

_____ *Personification: describing an inanimate object in an animate way 
           Example: The river was angry; the chair groaned under his weight 

_____ Pun: a play on words (often relying on homonyms) 
            Example: a horse is a stable animal, male deer have buck teeth 

_____ *Simile: using like or as to compare to unlike things 
            Example: hot as a 4th of July BBQ in Texas, or dry like dust in the 
            dessert 
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Poetry cont. 

Types of poetry found in the two “poems” downloads on the Writing page of the 
Links blog. They have examples of each kind. 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

Two Word Poems 
Sense Poems/ Sensory Poem 
Senryu 
Scripture Poem 
Name Poem/Acrostic 
Haiku 
Diamante 
Cinquain 
Shape Poem 
I Am 
Bio-Poem 

Online poem writing tools linked on the Writing page of the Links blog: 

_____ Acrostic 
_____ Diamante 
_____ Letter Poem (like you are writing a poem to someone) 
_____ Shape Poem 
_____ Create a Poem out of literature M/U (it gives you either part of the “I have 
a dream” speech or the book “Holes” and the student gets to drag words from the 
selection to rearrange them into a poem.) 

On any given day your student can read, copy or write poems. If my children were 
older, I would have them write a poem concentrating on including a specific poetic 
device each time instead of a specific type of poem. 

This is the schedule I will be using with my children. 
Day 1: read/copy poem (I will probably point my children to the KidsZone poem 
         site and let them read poems and pick one to copy themselves.) 
Day 2: read example of specific type of poem/write that kind of poem 
Day 3: read/copy poem 
Day 4: read example of a specific type of poem/ write that kind of poem 
Day 5: read/copy a Psalm 
Day 6: write a psalm 
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Language Arts — Spelling, Vocabulary, Copywork 

Maybe you will see this as a fatal flaw, but I don’t focus on spelling or vocabulary in 
our school. There are times when I write down vocabulary words from a novel my 
children are reading and have them work with them, but I don’t give lists to be 
memorized. 

I think the best way to involve spelling and vocabulary in your school day is to just 
read. Copywork is also a good way. In copying they are using proper spelling and 
are writing words that they would not have chosen. Once you’ve moved beyond 
copywork for handwriting where it’s nice to have the words right there on the page, 
anything can be used for copywork: whatever book you are reading and the Bible 
are good choices. They could even just start copying one of the gospels. This can 
be done a verse a day or give your child a chunk that needs to be completed by the 
end of the week. On the General Resources page of the Links blog there are blank 
notebooking pages you can download to use for copywork. There are also some 

available in The King will Make a Way language arts download. 

As you read with your children ask about words and their meaning. If you find one 
they don’t know, discuss it. Write it in a notebook or up on a board. Then move on. 
You start to use it in conversation with your children. Your child will learn it. 

As for spelling, I do take note of my children’s errors. I don’t mark up their papers. 
I write them correctly in their spelling/vocab notebook or up on a whiteboard. I’ve 
done it both ways. If you use a notebook, it should be small and kept with them at 
all times during the school day to glance at or to add to if they come across a word 
they don’t know. 

To work with the vocabulary words that you gain naturally through your learning 
there are several things you can do: 

Look it up in the dictionary and write the definition in your own words. 
Copy the sentence you found it in. (“Where I found it”) 
Draw a picture of it. 
Write your own sentence about it. 
You can make a notebook with a page for each word with all of these things on the 
       page. Or you could make a mini book for each new word and put these 
       things in the book and add them to a lapbook or big poster. (Templates following—the 
       blank space on the notebooking page is for a drawing) 

You could write an email to grandma once a week using all of your vocab and 
      spelling words (the words you had misspelled that week). 
You could also test them each week on their words in their notebook that week and 
      simply add to the following week anything they missed. You could also add 
      some copywork to emphasize the missed words if you like. 

There are also spelling and vocab online courses and activities on the English page of the blog. 
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Definition: 

Where I found it: 

My sentence: 
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Definition: 

Where I found it: 

My sentence: 

Cut out the above as one piece. Fold in the bottom and then the top. On the outside write your 
word. You can draw a picture on the back of “My sentence.”  

 

You can attach this to a lapbook/notebook or you can collect them in 

envelopes by topic/book to put in a lapbook or up on a poster board on 

your wall. An envelope template is on the next page. You could label 

the envelope with the title of a book or with a topic such as “Oceans” 

for example. 
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Cut out as one piece. Fold up the bottom and then fold back the sides. Attach the side 
flaps to the bottom piece you folded up. This makes an envelope. 
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